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Having Sex toys for use like whips to whip, dildos, double dildos, ropes, leash for collars and more BDSM stuff would be perfect.

more comands like roll not just /roll /roll1 /roll2, we need like more numbers like roll 1000 and there will be x/1000 or 3 X/3, or blttle. even the  

pirate servers have it

The loss of VR in 3.0 is a huge blow to the enjoyment of the game.  I cannot understand why it was removed.

Photography aspect of 3DXChat in my opinion deserves it's own section. Many, many users enjoy that aspect of the game just as much or even 

more than the others.

May be a sex game, but it's more a hang out. It's sad when folks leave :(

Different dances

definitely construction, this game allows you to build worlds without unity, and unity is not very simple. and the best thing here is that people get 

to see the result of the work. it would be nice if there were more in-game competitions, e.g. construction.

Please, create an Oculus VR version!

I found some of my best friends and also my true love in 3dx

I have no problem with 3DX, I find this game excellent.

The only comment I would make is that we may have more lingerie available and clothing.

Otherwise, well done and thank you.

There needs to be more model types of poses. Sex poses are great but there are a lot of girls in the game that would like to model, so why not add 

glamour poses, fashion model poses, even adult poses like those in Playboy or Hustler, other adult magazines and so on.

we need 4 way sync please!  i mean why 3 ?? is one of you a martian !!! :)

Ive been a 3dx member for a handful of years now. When I first was on 3dx, it was about sex and that is pretty much it. However, I knew for me to 

STAY HERE long-term, it would be more about friendships and relationships I make with people. When I first came on here, I was having sex 

multiple times a day on here. Now, I don't do that. I have sex maybe a handful of times a month with people I know and have built a relationship 

with. I spend more time in cuddle poses now than I do sexual ones.

Love   chatting  with  people  around  the world  very  interesting.

Different music

Hate when you all put new poses on top and we have to recode the pose numbers, no other 3dx game does it, official 3dx does and loves to mess 

up our toys!!!

you should check out all the options in meredian and see the inchat translator and all the options that we had with the dll file from rocchi and the 

tv that works and so much more,  you guys are so far behind them and we pay for official 3dx???

Cant even use the vr function with my headset

Way too much developer time and effort is spent marketing and peddling your Lovense crap

World Chat is my favorite, and the sex poses. It's described as a 'sex game' on external links so it needs more sex poses- more often, or it's going to 

dry up and become stgnant.

VR doesn't work.

it would be nice to have an .apk version of 3DXChat so we can install the game directly on the VR Headset like Meta Quest.

Sad to say after the few years i have been on 3dx I have become disheartened by the people of 3dx. I have been lied to about gender to many times 

to count. Now don't paint me as a bigot, I don't care men play as women, it's when they enter a relationship based on that lie. So i have mostly 

given up on socializing with the players. And I find world chat to be one of the most Toxic chats i have ever seen, I understand you can't afford to 

moderate this. And I would feel sorry for the people that would have to do it. If I was you I would remove world chat all together.

Lovense sex-toys are nice, but bug very much... We are all the time scanning the QR code, it's annoying and stop any arousing when it happens too 

much. Scanning 10 time the QR code in 5 minutes because the toy just continue to vibrate without stopping all the sudden... please, fix this!

the game has huge potential, but unfortunately the focus is just on sex and dance clubs. the result is that 95 out of 100 people in sex club are just 

standing around and 90 out of 100 people in clubs just listening to the music, interaction slowed down and is nearly by 0, beside a "lively" local chat 

that gets closer to world chat every week.

notification of a friend coming online when im online as of now you have to keep opening your friends list to check to see who's online

Haven't had any sounds since January -23 so not enjoying the rooms much

Socializing with friends and like-minded people - that too

I would be happy if as the owner of the room I had the possibility to choose whether the people in my room can see the names and use the fly cam. 

This is to create particular situations in the type of room

I would like it if there was the possibility for the owner of the room to choose whether to use the fly cam and above all not to display the names

nothing

verified builders should be given a discount when they open a room for others to enjoy. Charging 300 xgold just to boost your own room on the list 

is ridiculous since the most you earn for free is 300. We are doing you a favor by opening rooms and keeping paying customers engaged. Also - 

when using the "treats", 3DX keeping 10% is so stupid, and buying these treats in your own room 3DX keeps 100%.

Steam VR or Open XR Compatibility would be nice

the avatars looks beautiful

there is a lot of liberty in the game (whare to go, what to do,..)

the community is important to me



would like to see a little flag in the profile so that people can show what country they are from.

Again, more poses. Paying every month should mean new poses every month, or at least once every few months

Also, i work at what's probably the most prominent strip club in game. Clients there spend fortunes on buying xgold to pay us girls. I feel like there 

should be a way for us to get compensated by 3DX for the money we help bringing in with our time and effort, one way or another.

also engaging in role-playing activities , socializing with friends and like minded peoples , exploring a variety of sex positions and i'll say all of it :)

in addition to the sex side, which is already pretty well done, developing the social side and rp possibilities in parallel is a good thing

Meeting new people from all over the world

Oh my god the roleplay this place could have if only you guys put a bit of a focus on it. The amount of people who want a solid roleplay community 

is astronomical.

I'd like more clothes that cater to RP activities. Cosplay is a big part of that. I like the additions made for law enforcement RP with the cop uniforms 

and idle poses. I'd like to see more outfits and poses that cater to other RP roles like: Doctor, Fireman, Plumber (maybe add some sort of tool belt 

as a male accessory)

Also love playing games within 3dx like Strippers and Ladders

only reason I signed up was VR

Toys: that I would like

-Handcuffed clothing option as well as sex pose

-Ball gag clothing option

-Blindfold clothing option

-Whip/crop clothing option

Update all clothing with material and pattern

What would be good would be a translator function to translate with a click (Meredian has that. Would be nice in the 3DX original)

I love building but i need more love, but yes create something that others can use and having fun is for me a lot, also i like to desing my charackter 

whit fancy clothings, but there is a lack of "normal clothing"

This game is not about sex anyways, everybody is afk. Please check out my topic, I offered a solution   

https://3dxforum.com/index.php?/topic/15361-its-high-time-to-update-3dx-lol-your-games-hella-outdated/

Need  another sexual orientation option ..(Abdl,Bestiality,tentacle,bdsm)

Taking pictures or videos of avatars and rooms

I think the aspect more enganging is the graphic quality and sex with real people in real time.

Would be nice for friend list to be alphabetical.

Would be nice if sex poses started at slow speed.

The sex is silly because the poses are awful so if that's what I want I use text only.

I were asking about it once saw even some post at forum. Earlier i was rent a quest 2 VR now i were but pico 4 that's its really simillar. Many games 

are working on both VR without many job to make it (some are work just like that because ) but sadly in 3dxchat its wasnt work and i was really 

love explore some rooms with using VR because it was looks much better in future will be good to see even something like in vrchat that didnt 

meen leave from old system of poses but mix them both.

sure the sex part is important too but after some years in the game the social part takes over.


